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LATE AS USUAL
We promised four issues per year
and we expect
to deliver them. How,.
ever,it should be understood by all
members of the Society that publication dates are flexible. We would
like to issue the Bulletin on a
calendar basis but the irregular
demands of our private affairs just
do not premit us to adhere to a
schedule. Please don't be distressed if it sometimes seems a long
while between issues. You haven't
been forgotten and the Treasurer has
not absconded with the dues money.
Your Bulletins will arrive and we .
will try to make them worth waiting
for.

SECOND EDITION OF
GOODMAN'S "BRITISH
PLANEMAKERS FROM
1700" IS LAUNCHED

The long and eagerly awaited
second edition of W.L. Goodman's
Britis'a Planemakers from 1700, hereinafter to be referred to as BP II,
is now available. In this age of
puffery it is a pleasure to report
that BP II not only lives up to its
advance billing but far exceeds the
claims made for it.
In recent years we have seen a
number of splendid books dealing
exclusively, or at least extensively with planes. BP II unquestionably
has a place in the front rank of
this select company.
Although bearing the same title
as Goodman's earlier work on planes
AN 18th CENTURY ORDER FOR PLANES
by Ray Townsend.
and labelled a seccnd edition, BP
II is in reality an almost entirely
Wallace, Davidson and Johnson was
a well known 18th Century merchant
new book . While it shares the
same subject matter as its predefirm in Baltimore, Maryland. Orders
for merchandise were sent to partcessor; the text has been, as far
ner,Joshua Johnson, who went to Lonas this.reviewer can tell, entirely
don to handle the English end of the i rewritten.
business. Copies of these orders, in
Extensive new material has been
excellent handwriting, were recordadded and the earlier version has
ed in Order Books under various cateither been amplified and recast
agories, such as, Iron Ware, Cutlery, or, in some instances, pruned of
Tin Ware, Haberdashery, Leather,
material which has become too well
Shoes...
known to bear repetition.
On 11 February 1773, among various
The list of plandmakers' names
tool orders, were listed these planes: addresses, dates and labels. nriffem .
JOINERS TOOLS
formed an important part of BP I
1 Trying ditto (Plane)
remains a key element of the book.
2 ditto double Iron'd
However, in the years since 1968
6 Smothen Planes sorted
the list has been expanded by Good2 ditto double iron'd
man and a small band of helpers.
2 Pannel planes double iron'd
Questionable entries have been removed and new entries, as well as
Other planes ordered:
much new information about men in
1 Jointer, 1 Long Plane; 1 Trying
the first list , have been added.
ditto; 2 Strick Blocks with A tote:
One of the notable improve2 ditto common; 2 pair raising Planes; ments offered by BP II is the en2 Spring planes; 18 pair Hollows &
ormously amplified list of plane
Rounds; 18 pair ditto the same; 2
iron makers it presents. More than
pair Table planes; 1 Moving Fillscontains
doubled, this list nod
con't p. 2
COn't p. 2
•

BP II ( Cont'd)
descriptions of marks and, in some
cases, gives the names of planemakers in whose planes the individual products of the early ironmakers have been found.
To do justice to a splendid
book, Arnold and Walker, the publishers have given it a splended
production. Working with designer
and plane collector,Matthew Carter,
they have turned out one of the
best looking "tool books" we have•
seen.
The book is handsomely design-°
ed, exceedingly well made and furnished with an abundance of beautifully clear and informative illustrations. No book is absolutely
perfect but it would be ungrateful
to search for minor flaws in this
work and we are not goim4 to try.
Let us simply say that no plane
collector can possible continue to
regard himself as serious in his
avocation if he does not own BP II.
While students of furniture, architecture, trades and crafts and 18th
and 19th Century economics will find
Goodman's work useful, the plane
collector will discover that it is
an indispensable adjunct to his
interest and an enormously entertaining reading experience as well.
X plus 182 mos. Indexed.
Is 7.75 from Arnold & Walker
77 High St. Needham Market
Suffolk IP6 8 AN
or
$17.50 from The Mechanicks Workbench
Front Street
Marion, Lass. 02738

18th CENTURY ORDER ( Con't)
ter; 2 Common ditto; 18 Ogees; 18
Ovels; 4 Sash planes; 2 ditto Gothick
Mould of one size; 7 Bead planes;
5 Quarter Rounds; 6 Astragals; 12
Rabet Planes 4 of the Screw(skew);
3 Neck Moulds;...1 Plow of the best
kind; 3 Snipes Bills; 4 Side Rabbet
Planes...2 Sash Fillesters; 1 pair
Groving Planes to Work Inch & half;
1 pair ditto - inch and Quarter; 1
pair ditto. Inch...
(Source: Order Book, 1771-1774,
pp 127-128. Permission to use this
material granted by Hall of Records,
Annapolis, Maryland.)
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NOTES & QUERIES
Kendall Bassett recently found a moulder with
a straight bordered embossed label reading
ELI SMITH. The boxed initials ED in a sawtooth
border also appeared.
Bob Cameron reports a double sighting of A ROSS
(I/ - i, p.18 illus.) on a hollow and round
(not a pair). Both planes are 9 3/8" beech
with embossed, sawtooth stamps. ; The hollow is
approximately 3/4" and is marked 410. The
round is 1
/
2" and marked 6.
Makerh marks are
old fashioned appearance but Bob believes the
style of construction is 19 C.
Another sighting of R.EASTBURN is reported by
Bob Cameron. The plane is of refined appearance
and Bob believes it could well be interpreted
as 19C. In connection with another sighting of
this maker, Bob Seifert compared the appearance
of his specimen to DARBY or MUTTER both of
whom were 18C makers but whose chamfers and
wedges do not match those of earlier 18 C makers.
Anne and Don Wing's July catalog lists a European table plane with irons marked MUTZ1G FRAMONT.
The first word sounds like German. Our German
is almost non-existent but we do know there is
a word Mutze meaning cap. Framont, except for
sounding vaguely French is a complete blank.
We are beginning to accumulate a fairish
number of plane and plane iron makers who are
neither English nor American.

It is possible to expand slightly on some of
the dates given for planemakers in Ken Roberts'
WPINCA. The sources of the additional dates
are the New Enaland Business Directories for- 1673
4 18/8.Five of these items were mentioned in
/-4,p.12 but are repeated for convenience.
Mass. William Kellogg, Amherst alter to:
-1873 - 1878 C.C.Harlow, Bridgewater, alter to:
-1873 - 1878 H.L.Narramore, Cummington; add: - 1873 Thomas Porter, Cummington; add: - 1873 Smith & Stewart, Springfield; alter to:
- 1873 - 1875 New Bedford Tool Co , New Bedford; ( No K.R.
entry) -1873-James Merritt, So. Scituate; add: -1878 Tolman & Merritt, So. Scituate: alter to:
-c 1864 - 1878R.I.
Boardman & Hussey, Pawtucket, add: -1873Jonathan W. Pearce*, Pawtucket, add:-1873*Pearce is listed in WPINCA in Fall River, Mass.
1853 - 1859 - and in N.Y.C., no date.
Returning with a bagful of early New England
planes from a tool meeting via a white-knuckle
flight, one of our members was heard to say,
"If Francis Nicholson had wanted planes to fly,
he would have given them wings".
Barton McGuire tells us about an unusual hollow
soled plane marked A CLARY.

I rg

Bill Eviston reports a sure thing, a likely
and a possible in unrecorded makers. On a fruitwood tongue match plane appears the stamp A.G.
HICKS/MAKER/CLEV'D/O. A beech smoother bears
the mark J.HUGHES/RICHMOND/IA in incised lettering. Finally a toothing plane of beech is
marked MONCH in incised lettering. This last
mark occupies the appropriate area for a makers'
strike on the fore end but it may be composed of
individual letters and the overall_appearance
is not consistent with the common varieties of
makers' marks.
An article in Asher and Adam's 1876 Pictorial
Album of American Industry says in part, "The
business now conducted by the Middletown Tool
Company was founded by Mr. Austin Baldwin. The
Baldwin Tool Company was formed in 1854, and
established works, the ownership of which was
transferred to the present corporation in 1864,
who have largely increased the business and
established the highest reputation for their
productions.' The article goes on to say that
"Foremost among these (the company's products)
are Plane Irons, their list embracing every
variety and size. They use the best stook the
market affords, paying the highest price, and
employing firstclass workmen; and claim to make
the largest variety of Irons that is offered.
They make special Irons on receipt of patterns
or models. The constant increase in their sales
in all kinds of Plane Irons furnish most gratifying proof that their efforts to make them
superior to all others, both foreign and domestic, are being recognized, both at home and
abroad, the Company having a considerable export trade."
Daaie Perch tells us that Stanley bought out the
Jest Roxton Pond planemaking concern on July 25,
1907. In 1922 the name was changed to Stanley
Tool Co. of Canada, Ltd.
In chair July 1978 catalog 45, Anne and Don
Nina present an outstanding article about
Providence, Rhode IzIarv.; planemakers, Jonathan
Ballou, John Lindenberger and Joseph Fuller.
We aon't know whether any of the issue remain
undistributed but if you have not seen this
piece it would be worth while to write and ask
the Wings. Their catalogs may be subscribed to
for $6 per year or bought separately for S1.50.
They ordinarily offer a substantial number of
planes, often hard- to-come-by early New England
makers. Address them at: The Mechanick's Workbench, Front St., Marion, Mass. 02138.
Fred Bair reports that in a group of 90 odd
French planes he has acquired there is a wide
variety of Peugot stamps including a number
indicating English. Austrian or German crossconnections.
111-2
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From Alan Bates come five significant marks:
E.BELCHER - Embossed, straight border,101
4
/"
fruitwood bead plane, flat chamfers, early
wedge (compare Bud Steere's report, III-1,p.10)
of Belcher Bros. Providence).
S.HOLBECK - Embossed, serrated border,
9 9/16" beech round, flat chamfers, early wedge
(Second sighting of a name noted by Rand'.' Lunn
in 11-4, p.41.
T.AIKMAN, Embossed, widely spaced serrations,
neat mark with letter slanting,":efor stop after
T, 93/8" beech bead piano, flat chamfers.
serrated border
-T.JONES/PHILA - Embomed
missing first initial may:be N but very faint
9 3/8" rabbet, appears early 19 C. (a heavily
struck 5 pointed star appears next to the address.)
-JONES/PHIIA - Incised Jones and Phila (struck
twice)), form a triangle (confirms the sighting
of this mark in III-1,p.10 by Carl Boon). This
plane has a star at the angle formed by the
meeting of the two Phila's. The star closely
resembles that noted in the previous entry.
Dan Semel notes that two J
TOWER planes in
his collection have differing wedges. One,a
91
/
2" round has the slightly off-round wedge
finial with a flattened leading edge. The
other's wedge finial tends to the more modern
ovoid shape but is relieved at the back like
so many of the Mass./R.I. group.
Bob Seifert reports a 9 9/16" birch round plane
of 15th C. characteristics marked A.:WOODWARD.
Since a normal A appears in Woodward, Bob doubts
that the first symbol is intended to be an A.
Compare WL1. Woodward, Taunton, Mass, listed by KR.
—
I.JONES IN MEDWAY has been dropped from W.L.G.'s
B.P.II and is agreed by all concerned co be an
American plane. Philio Walker found the specimen listed in B.P.I in an English shipyard which
it probably reached via some ship's carpenter's
tool chest.
(3)

Ot the J.N crowns, there are at least two distinct types.
The earliest,

CHRONOLOGY AND CROHNS

call it Type A, rounds inward at the top. The second, Type 6, flares
out to

p_tculations on the dating. of Dutch ',Janes

points at the outer top edges. The J.N (there is no second period
in either of

el) 13 A
An over-strike on a maker's mark suggests a clue to dating Dutch planes.
We begin

the sets of initials) appears slightly wider spaced and taller in
Type A, and

here with a series of unsupported assumptions, hoping that B-ARS

the jewels appear more closely packed than in the case of Type 6,
although the

members with access to documents on Dutch history may be able to reenforce or

number remains the same, one at the top, five in the center row, and
three a-

destroy them.

cross the bottom.

The Decenber, 1976. issue of Plane Talk carried an item, "Progress Re-

Dating Type A as earliest is also an assumption. The mark appears on

port -- Dutch Plane Study," listing a number of planes by makers, with dates

planes which appear older, have more owner's marks, and have irons which
seem
TYPE

where known. This stimulated an analysis of 40-odd Dutch planes, acquired in

B

to be of earlier types.

Louisiana (of all places) in 1972.
Comes now a Rosetta stone. In preparing an analysis of the Louisiana
The report identifies a number of planes by the entry "with crown" and the

Dutch planes, one turned up with an over-strike on the maker's mark, a second

maker's initials, and eight are listed under "J.N (with crown)", indicating that

crown superimposed over and around the Type A. with a cross on top, and the

Jan Nooitgedagt began the manufacture of this series about 1650. The Louisiana

letters

purchase included 16 by this maker, and "with crown" turns out to be a fascinating

TYPE A WITH
OVERSTRIKE

stimulus to the imagination. Others in the report are listed as "with fleur de

N. Y. (or H. Y.) below, with the top two letters superimposed over
A.
A.
the old J.N.
Owner's marks were often struck over maker's marks, but before concluding

lis," "nmai with staff," and "figure of Gabriel." Some list only the maker's

that this is the case here -- or that this is the complete answer -- consider

name, with no other insignia -- Speyers and J.H.Andries.

the nature of the superimposed crown. The picture of the Netherlands crown
There are some interesting similarities and differences among the crowns.
We center, in this tentative note, on the J.N planes, but the others have v4ryin9
characteristics which may help in dating. Is there anything in the crowns which

4 ,4
!7I

44

comes from the 1961 edition of the Encyclivedia Britannica. It may be that if
)

5:

NETHERLANDS
CROWN

reflects time and politics? In the other maker's marks?
Do the crowns.fleur de lis, and men with staffs(in whole or in part) reflect franchising or "by appointment to his (or her) majesty" relationships, and
the simple entries, without such marks, free enterprise periods in storm Dutch

we knew when this crown was dated (on which the encyclopedia is silent) we
would know the breakpoint between Type A and Type B maker's marks. Under a
succession in the monarchy, did the Jan Nooitgedagt firm have its appointment
renewed and frugally overstrike some of its remaining stock with the crown of
the new order? Do any J.N planes have only the "encyclopedia" crown? And
after
this period, did J.N shift to the Type B mark?

history? The crowns,at least,suggest it.

SEE ILLU.STR.
SUPPLEMENT

NOTES & QUERIES

AN c.h
PLOW

The Clousers' Ye Olde Tool Shed Catalog for
October contains a fine selection of planes.
Included are;
J.H.TIMEEN/BREMEN - on an adjustable plow of
fruitwood with boxwood nuts.
J.FERN irons - in right and left hand topping
planes. Is this a variant of the.J FEARN LTD/
SHEFFIELD entry given in B.P.II or is it misread? Most interesting possibility is that it
is a different maker altogether.
HOUGHTON - 18 C style crown moulding plane
with iron by BLOOD.

\o-FF3

In"B.P. II" Bill Goodman gives the working date(s)
of ISAAC GREAVES as - 1833 -. It is possible
to expand this by reference to the J.B. Shannon
Illustrated Catalog and Price List of Carpenters'
Tools published in Philadelphia in August 1873.
Shannon offers Wm. Butcher's and Isaac Greaves'
"Celebrated Plane Irons".

ARM

Fe-MDM
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Illustrated above is a plow of transitional 18/19th century
characteristics. The square ended fence, riveted construction, the
style of the chamfering, shape of the wedge, the cove moulding above
the sole are all all of 18th century character; however, they are contrasted with the round-topped arms and 5/8" wide bed common to 19th
century planes. The use of thumbscrews and housings for the bases of
the arms in the fence (rigid construction) are typical of New England-Yankee pattern.
In Vol. 11, No. 4 of PLANETALK. "The Yankee Plow", a parallel was
suggested between the use of thumbscrews in plows and marking guages-both products of Planemakers. This example has a further parallel in
that beech pads, contoured to the upper surface of the arms, are fitted
into the stock below the thumbscrews, just as was done in 19th century
guages with brass thumbscrews.
The mixed age characteristics of this plow suggest a novelty in
the use of rounded arms as opposed to the square sectioned arms of the
earlier 18th century Yankee plows, it would seem that the idea of running a flat bottomed thumbscrew against the radiused surface of the arms
went against the technical grain of this Planemaker. His solution,
while technologically superior to the later practice of omitting these
pads, was apparently deemed superfluous by his comtemporaries and
successors. It does, however. illustrate Yankee ingenuity and perhaps
the developement of the principle later applied to guages. Bob Graham

The catalog and price list of J.B. Shannon issued in Philadelphia in August, 1873 contains a
phrase that suggests that even at this late
date manufacture by machine had not completely
taken over the plane industry. Shannon states
the catalog lists tools of the "very best makers"
including "Veit's hand-made Planes". In another
place the catalog describes "Veite City Made
Warranted Bench Planes" but no Veit moulding
planes are named. What Veit was making by hand
and to what extent "hand-made" accurately describes his operation is still to be learned.
In their latest catalog from The Mechanick's
Workbench, Anne and Don Wing list
THOS NEGUS & SONS/EXTRA/NEW YORK - a dealer?
R.IONSON, slightly rounded wedge in a 91
/
2"
moulder, probably early 19 C American.
Bill Hilton owns a birch crown moulder with a
"Mickey Mouse" tote marked J.PERRY in a serrated
border. The plane is of birch.
Charles Randall describes A UNION FACTORY/WARRANTED/H.CHAPIN/No 2361
/
2 plow. The fence travels on round metal slides and is adjusted by
a centrally mounted screw. The plane, which
was patented on March 31, 1868, is the presumed
brain child of SOLON RUST of whom Roger Smith
has told us. The patent was held jointly by
Rust and Chapin.
Rob Munhall tells us about a rosewood smooth
plane labeled GONZALEZ/B"AIRES/46. The words
are incised in an oval with the 46 in the center. The iron is marked B & 0 LIBERGS F.A.S./
ROSENFORS/WASA/EKILSTUNA

(0" glos-_A-A
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PLANEMAKER'S

SHOP?

by
Elliot. M. Sayward
In 1694 there was published in Amsterdam a collection of engravings of trade scenesby Caspar and Jan Luyken. The engravings are notable for their detail and clarity. Among them are pictured many woodworkers. One of these is labeled, "The Skatemaker". The central figure
is a workman bending over a leg vise and shaping the wooden sole of a
skate with a draw knife.
Close examination of the plate reveals some astonishing details.
Hung at the side of the shop window, where articles for sale are displayed in other shops pictured in the plates, are not only skates but
two bit stocks and two pairs of "cooper's" compasses. These do not
appear to be shop tools but, rather, products for sale. This idea is
borne out by the contents of a basket near the workman's feet which
include several articles looking very much like bit stocks:
But the shop's output is not limited to skates, compasses and bit
stocks. On the bench before the workman, on the shelf above the window and on the floor at the workman's feet are nearly a dozen objects
LhaL look very much like planes, some in an unfinished state. I am sure
it is a reasonable assumption that these objects, if planes, are not
part of the shop equipment. Nothing about the manufacture of wooden
skates calls for the use of planes, of which a variety seem to be in
evidence. Indeed, the workman is demonstrating the proposition by
putting the finishing touches on a skate,not with a plane but with his
draw knife.

There is more to be observed however. In the background, at
another
bench, a second workman is seen. He is using a chisel on an oblong
block of wood that looks very much like a plane stock. He holds
the
chisel in the traditional manner of planemakers, postioning it with
his hand and driving it by the pressure of his shoulder. Behind
this
workman is a wall of compartmented shelves, holding, among other
objects
what appear to be billets of wood. These vary in size and are
likely
the raw material for skates, planes or other products.
I believe that the artist has pictured for us the shop of a
specialty
woodworker who was predominantly a maker of tools. Why he chose to
show
the central figure at work on a skate is an interesting question.
Perhaps he felt that the skate was a more familiar item to the buyers
of
his book or perhaps, when the original sketch for the engraving was
made, the workman was actually engaged in shaping a skate and the
artist
caught and preserved for posterity this aspect of the shop's business
without intending to de-emphasize the making of tools.
It is interesting to note,incidentally,that one of the Products of
the Sheffield toolmakers of a hundred odd years later was ice
skates and
that this article continued to be manufactured in Sheffield long afterward.
While there may be questions to answer and conjectures to
suport in
my interpretation of the"skatemaker" plate, I believe that it is of
9reat importance to students of rhykenology because if I am correct, it
is the first known and perhaps the only representation of a planemaker's
shop which has even been published.
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Fig. 3 illustrates the worker cutting the corner of a
piece of wood with a push cut. 'flue chisel is guided with
the kit thumb behind the blade (sonic workers, however.
prefer to put the first linger of the kit hand ;mound the
blade), sufficient weight being given III the top of the chisel
by the body of the operator. 'I.his method is calk:4.4446ra
faring.
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A HOMEMADE PLOW
WITH A
NOVEL METHOD OF FENCE ADjUSTMENT
by

A
10MEMADE
PLOW
( MAKER UNKNOWN )
Au6,18

David Perch
While going through my collection of planes, looking for exampleXto
illustrate an article on how our Canadian pioneers solved the problem of
cutting out the frog and blade/Wedge channels, I came upon a decrepit
looking adjustable plow plane. What had made this plow worth keeping (for
its condition left a let to be desired) was the manner in which the fence
was locked into position. I checked Arnold & Walker #3 Catalog ( that's
the one with all the adjustable plows) to see if the idea was new or
whether my plow's maker had copied from another plow he had seen at one
time or another. The mechanisim is clever and not all that complicated,
as there are only a few parts to content/ with
The wood used is birch and there are one inch to Li inch graduations on
the fence arms. The arms are attached to the fence with iron rivets peined
over a 3/8" iron washer.
The only trouble with home made planes is the difficulty one has in trying to date them. I have no idea when this plow was made or even who made
it. At least when a piece is acquired from a farmer he will say who it was
H made by - father, grandfather, etc. But the maker of this plow will forI-1 ever remain anonymous.
1.4
How the Mechanism to Adjust Arms Works.
To adjust the fence the thumbscrew (on the right hand side) is loosened.
The fence is moved to the desired position and the thumbscrew is then tightened locking both arms of the fence in position. If we remove the large
brass plate beneath the thumbscrew we can see how the locking mechanism
works. The thumbscrew is threaded for its entire length and passes through
the large brass plate on the right hand side of the plane through a 3/16"
thick lead washer, through a long tapered nut(which is also threaded) through
the body of the plane and into a smaller brass plate on the left hand side
of the plane.
On the inside surface of the holes to receive the fence arms are attached
two metal "L" shaped plates. These plates are fastened with a nail on the
left hand side of the body of the plane, just beside the openings for the
arms.

Between the metal plate and the tapered threaded nut is a "U" shaped metal
staple (one on each side of the tapered nut.) As the thumbscrew is turned
clockwise the nut is drawn towards the thumbscrew and in so doing, makes
contact with the projections an the metal staple torcing them further apart
and as a result the opposite ends of the staple are forced tightly against
the metal plates (against the fence arms) forcing them against the fence
arms securing them in position.
The reverse procedure loosens the arms.
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DUTCH PIANES OF THE 17t11 CENTURY
by PD.

14. :10. ;4.0

of the sleigh shaped smooth plane of the schaaf
type of which a large
number of dated examples are found in British and American collections.
In English the planes would probably be called: Fig. 51 - jack plane,
Fig.52 - smooth plane, Fig. 53 - rabbet plane, Fig 54 - ogee moulder,
Fig. 55 - non-adjustable plow, Fig. 56 - fore plane. Fig. 57 - jointer.
ma nos

si

": •

Long Planes illustrated by
Felibien in " Principes de
L'Architecture". Paris, 1676.

-•

I
VI

51
52
53
54

Ecn Roffel
Gerf-schaef
Sponning-schaef
Odief (Ogief)

55 Ploegen
56 Een Voor-looper
57 Een Ry-schaef

Seven planes from a shipwright:2 kit were pictured in a Dutch work
published in 1700, agheepsDQuw En.Beatigx, by Nicolaes Witsen. The edition examined is not believed to be the first but when the work was
originally published is not known.
The illustrations are thought to have been influenced by an earlier
work but what it was is also not known. This supposed influence and the
Witsen's illustrator's somewhat impressionistic style have probably produced a far from literal portrait of Dutch planes of the period. However,
it is possible to see certain recognizable features. The tote of the
long plane (fig.57) is very likely not what it appears to be at first
glance, a "sad iron" style grip, but is rather a badly rendered variation
of the modern "closed tote" intended to be grasped from the .back instead
of from above. The closed tote of 57 seems superficially to resemble the
totes illustrated by Filibien in his Planche XXXI (1676) and it is possible that the Felibien plate is the source of Witsen's illustration. Actually there are several features of the Feliben plane which resemble
Dutch planes. The tote* seems to be a compromise between the familiar
Dutch baroque tote with its handgrip verging on the vertical and the
horizontally grasped "sad iron" totes of other continental planes. The
sheer line of the Filibien stock which is high at mid-section and tapers
downward to toe and heel is also found in Dutch planes. Perhaps the most
interesting similarity is the volute front hand grip which is cocked rearward in the French plane but seems to be stylistically related to the somewhat differently shaped, but still volute, Dutch grip which projects
forward.
It is in this last feature that the Witsen planes seem more Dutch
than French. The front handgrips, though extremely sketchily rendered,
pitch forward in all three examples which have these grips. Whatever
resemblances the Dutch and the French illustrations may exhibit I believe
that the Witsen planes are definitely in the stream of development which
produced the ornate Dutch "baroque" long plane.
Fig 56 may be the first known picture of today's "open tote" but it is
so poorly rendered that the interpretation must be considered speculative.
Figure 52, called a gerf-schaef is almost certainly an example
*W.L. Goodman calls the Felibien handle a "shepherd's crook"
Traditional Dutch "Baroque" plane

--1

------

The Main Difference.
Bob Graham said, "It's not much
trouble to change one of those
"flat iron" handles into a Jennion type". And he did it.
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Letter head of Macomber, Bigelow
Dowse, Boston hardware dealers
who labeled planes.

Courtesy of Bill Streeter and the
Kingman Tavern Museum.

A plane fancier who wishes to remain anonymous sends us a description of a system of plane display
for collectors who are short of
space. Normally wasted space is
utilized by replacing areas of
plastered wall with narrow doors
which open to disclose planes
tastefully shelved between the
studs. At the touch of a lever,
the exhibit on its endless-belt
conveyor moves upward out of sight
bringing more planes into view.
The conveyors pass above the ceiling down the opposite wall and
beneath the floor. While small
electric motors can be used to
move the conveyors, we suggest
that, in these days of power shortages, the public spirited collector will wish to conserve electricity and will supply his system
with wind power.
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A bill of Philadelphia planems.ker, Israel White.
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BENCH PLANES
—AND—

MANUFACTURED
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BY

71ti

Themt Planes arc all made tr.mt Selected Thither, and adapted capcclally tu
lilt: Fir/A-Clean retail trade.
The Engliali 11'4111$ are ttnni;ING "11011.KON't. I nos," and the American
trona are ALL of First Clie-s make.

Bill head and Price list of Jacob
Lovell, longtime planemaker of
Cummington, Mass.
Courtesy of William Streeter
and the Kingman Tavern Museum
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ENGLISH INGENUITY

,

To TuomAs SLATE n, of Soplers-plare West, St. Pancras, and JOSEPH TA EL,
of Crauford-strert„Ilarykbone, for improrements in the construction of
plants and in tutting apparatus, and in the machinery employed therein.
--(Dated 30th June, 185 I.]
Tills invention relates to the arrangement and construction of certain parts
of hand planes used by joiners, carpenters, and workers in wood, and to
the essisstructism of machinery employ:NI in the manufacture of such planes :
the object being to rend...r the planes snore effective in working than at
present, and by bringing machinery to hear in their manufacture, in place
of using halm labor, greatly to reduce their first cost.
In Plate XII., hg. I, is a plan view of a machine for cutting the parallel
sides of plane blocks; fig. '2, is a sectional detail of one of the circular
cutters; it
figs. 3, and .1, represent respectively a longitudinal section
and corresponding plan of a " trying" plane, as partly consine-tell by the
improved machinery. The working parts of this machine are supitorted
by the cast-is oil hell a, which is of a construction eituilar to all ordinary
lathe bed ; and Nom this lied is sit isated the transverse slide-rest h, which
carries the rough blank e,l,eiwean the two revolving circular cutters el, .
These cutters all- composed of 11 number of steel segments, with serrated
or toothed edges, lashed on to the metal discs r, e1. The edge of the
cutters next the block is alighilv dished or inclined inwards, as shewn in
fig. 2, for the purpwe of formitig a smooth cut, free front marks. The
holding discs e, el, tire stressed or otherwise secured on to the ends of the
respective spindles if 1, Ns kids work in tlw headstocks y,91,seenred to the
bed a. These spindles may he driven by belts, and are titled with suitable
fast and loose driving-pulleys el, Al. The block e, i3 secured upset
the slide-rest by the screw-clamps or brackets i, and is traversed forward between and apinst the two circular entieni by turning the handwheel j, similefast on the front end of the horizontal screw-spindle A.,
which revolses in collar bearings at each end of the slidemestfraisse. Thc
distance bet ss can the cutters is varied, aceording to circumstances, hr adjusting the headstock:I on the bed a, after the mode adopted in ordinary
Indies. Two sides of the block having beau thus cut perfectly smooth and
parallel, it is taken out of the clamps and turned over, so as to present
the other two uncut sides to the action of the cutters,--tho slide-rest in the
nwantiew having been brottglit back again to its original position in wadiIleS3 fOr the second traverse of the block. The four sides of the block,
when thus cut perfectl) smooth and parallel, may be renewed to one of the
mortising machines, for the purpose of having the angular cavity which
bolds the Moe cut therein. These circular cutters are obviously applicable
for grooving inuuldieg pia nes, commonly called
5, is a side elevation of a self-acting mortising machine, for cutting
the sloping sides I, It, of the cavity, as shewn in lin. 3, and 4. a, al, are
the emting-irons, %illicit are holteti to the slides
working in dovetail
guides 6'. on the face of the inclined stauslards c, cl. These slides arc
connected at theie toper ends to the rods ii, di, which are attached at their
lower ends to the crank-pin e, in the disc /
This disc is keyed or otherwise secured on to the end of the driving-shaft p, which works in suitable
bearings in the bracket 1,, bolted to the central framing i, of the machine.
''

The driving-shaft p, is tilted with fast and loose driving-polleys j, and may
be actuated by a driving-belt, or any other suitable driving gear. The
plane-block k, is securely nnd firmly held upon an inclined bed 1, by screwclamps or brackets in, and this bed is cast in one piece with the metal slide
at, which works in dovetail grooves in the framing
The vertical slide n,
is actuated by the screw o, which works through a boss formed ott the
lower end of the slide. The lower end of the screw works in a collarbearing p, and' is fitted with a ratchet-wheel y, for the purpose of turning
the screw when the plane-block reqnires setting op. This ratchet-wheel
may either be worked by self-acting mechanism omelet-led with the drivingshaft of the machine, or it may be worked by a treadle or a leyer-handle.
The pawl of the ratchet is carried by a !ever workitig loosely on the bottom
of tire screw-spindle, and a link s, connects this lever with another leverarm t, on the bottom of the vertical spindle a, which is fitted at its tipper
end wills ass aelsialiusg 11111111IC a, conveniently situated for the hand of the
tillems ul:i sit win). hy simply working it back weeds and forwsirds, is
mudded.
to set up the block as required. The bell /, is set. at skid' au angle
as to
snit the shiliment inclinations of the sides /, /1, of the cavity, figs. 3,
and 1.
nv this menus both the rillterS may work at the same angle ; but the same
elliwt will In- obtained by inclining one cutter more tlum the other, and
having the bed horizontal. In operating by this machine, the two cutters
deseend simultaneously, and CO1111114314'0 their cut close together upon the
face of the blot-k, and
with-ms in their cutting effect
the Mork
is set up, until the required Jingoism cavity is cut mit. The an-gular eat
vs hen cut by the last-des:erased machine, will have its soles or cheeks
perfectly vs-rile:IL—the ssidth of such cavity correspondieg to the width
of
tee Cutters a. al. I n order to form the inclined
elicelsa Or sides to this
cavitv, a second mortising machine, of n SnirleWhat similar construction to
the one hereinbefore described, is employed, but titled with a
peculiarlybhaped clatter.
Ii, is a front elevation of the self-acting mortising newhine for
lieg the cheeks of the cavity; fig. 7, is an edge view of the either USAcutin
this Inaehille; and fig. 8, is a corresponding side view of the same.
The
cutters a, al, nre screwed to the lower ends of the slides li, V, which
work
obliquely in grooves in the face of the standard e. They are each lilted
with a sloth-pin d, di, which work through slots in the standard, and
are
connected to the respective connecting rods e, et. These rods are
at their upper ends to a crank-pin/ litwa into as disc p, whicit attached
is
fast out the end of the overhead driving shaft it. The plain-blockmade
i, is
supported at the requisite angle by the inclined bed j, and held therein
by fixing screws, in the manner hereinbefore described. This table is east
on to the upper edge of the vertical slide k, which is set up, as the
cutting
action proceeds, by the screw I, and ratehet-wheel movement, in the
manner described with reference to the first-mentiuned mortising
machine.
The inclination of the cutter-- a, al, is made to suit the inclination
of the
inside of the checks, and the action of the cutters upon the plane-Wm
-le
Is the same as that of the cutters in the first -described mortising
machine.
The cutter employed in this machine is formed with two
cutting-edges
and n, formed to suit the aegis- of the cheeks
a, a5, and sloping side /',
(figs. 3, antil,)—the bread edge es, cutting the cheek whilst the
projecting
smaller edge a, cuts along the sloping side P, of the cavity. The
lateral
•

;
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(figs. 3, and
which serve to hold the planeslots or grooves G*,
iron and wedge, may hi? cut by the first-des.cribed mortising machine —one
cutter only being in action ; and this cutter is of a somewhat similar construetiou to the cutter shewn at figs. 7, and 8. It k made to take a shaving off the side of the slot at each cut,—a requisite lateral movement
being given to it for that purpose. To etfret this object three elating-edges
will be required,—sneh einting-edges being at right angles to each other;
by which means the three sides of the slots will be cut simultaneously.
In cutting these grooves or slots, the plane-block will of course be elevated
to an angle suitAle for the descent of the cutter. The slot or groove c,
(figs. 3, and 4,) may be formed hy a separate cutter attached to the hack
of the cutter a, in the first-described mortising machine (fig. 5,), by which
IIlea/IS the slot or groove will he made siinoltaneously with the sloping
side 1, of the cavity. It will be obviotts to the practical man that, in some
ClheS, the cutters in the bereinliefore-descrilied machinery may be stationary,
whilst the plane-block is caused to rise and fall for each cut.
Fig. 9, represents, in cross section, an improved planc-iron. a, iii, are
the dovetail edges, standing up front the front face of the holdinr•-iron 6,
which edges are of sullieicut height, to receive the thin plate of steel e,
which forms the cutter. This inserted plate is fitted into the iron h,
sufficiently tight to stand the planing action, but so As to be capable of
being set down by a tap of the workman's hammer. This cutting-edge is
ground and sharpened in the usual way,—the holding body-iron being
buvilled off to suit the angle of the steel edge ; and as the body-iron is
subject to hardly any wear, the steel edge-piece can be constantly set up
as wear takes place.
The patentees claim, First,—the general construction and arrangement
of machinery or apparatus employed in the construction of planes used
by joiners, carpenters, and workers in wood, as hereinbefore described.
Second,—the system or mode of cutting the parallel sides of plane-blocks
or of " boxing" moulding planes, by the aid of one cutting disc or two
opposed cutting discs, as hereinbefore described. Third,—the peculiar
construction and arrangement of machinery for cutting the parallel sides
of plane-blocks, os hercialiefore described. Fourth,—.- the system or mode
of forming the angular cavity in planes by the aid of self-acting mortising
machines, fitted with one or more cutters, working either vertically or at
an augle,—the plane-block being either horizontal or inclined to suit the
angle of the cut. Fifth,— the peculiar construction and arrangement of
self-acting mortising machinery for the construction of parts of handas hereinbefore described. Sixth,—the peculiar construction and
arrangement of self-acting cheek mortising machine, and cutters to he
used in connection therewith, as hereinbefore described. And- Seventh,—
the peculiar construction and arrangement, hereinbefore described, of cutting-irons for planes or other cutting apparatus, whether of a rectilinear
or rotatory action ; the steel cutting-edge of the cutting-iron being made
separate and distinct front the main body of such cutting-iron, in place of
being welded thereto, as in the ordinary cutters.
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SUPPLEMENT

YANKEE INGENUITY

N. 16,934.—Ms
S. IDIN
of Bethel, Vt., assignor to Himself
and Lrrr NV. NI EwroN, of Dorcheste
r, Mass.—Improved Machine for
Cutting the Throats of Carventers' Plan
e Stocks.—Patent dated March
31, 1857.—In operating with this mach
ine, a cutter or burr is first
employed to form by successive cuts
the
main part of the shaving
throat. The cutters H and I are then
brou
ght into use; the object of
the cutter H being to cut for shaft R.'" a
path
in those parts of the wood
that are left between the cavity first
cutter I. The cutters by successive cut and the channels made by
rated so as to remove the greater and proper adjustments are opepart of the wood necessary to the
formation of the mouth.
Claim.—The combination of the
and wedge throat cutter I. the movashaft 'oath cutter H, the plane iron
bearing L, by which the inclinationsble mrriage A, and the adjustable
be obtained, as described, the whole of the ends of the, throats may
being in the manner and for the
purpose as specified.

I 16954
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This description of Dewey's pat
ent machine for
cutting the throats of plane
stocks was sent to
us by Paul Kebabian.
11/-2 (14)

AN UNUSUAL PLANE PROFILE
NOTES & QUERIES

What Was Its Purpose
by
Jack Gorlin

(ST) Z-1II

in connection with Ken Roberts discussion on sash moulding (B-ARS
Seminar, Albany, May 1978) I showed a plane which I represented was used to
make a saddle which in turn was employed while mitering the ends of muntin
bars where they intersected. A profile of the plane is shown here.

xif

In the catalog of the Keillor auction wau found
this unusual entry: 5 Moulding Planes by FISK/
RIDGEFIELD/CONN.
A recent acquisition by the Secretary is the
tongue half of a match plane set.
Standard
length and of mid 19th C. appearance it bears
the name C.R.WELLS embossed in a sawtooth border.
Compare C.S.WELLS, EVANSVILLE, INDIANA; HENRY
WELLS, NORTHAMPTON and WILLIAMSBURGH, MASS; R.
WELLS, TRENTON, N.J. and L.G. WELLS (this name
is also noted by K.R. in the combination L -G
and R. WELLS.)
Alan Bates reports a label reading CARPENTER
without initials.
Assuming this is one of the
LancatAter, Pa. Carpenters, it would be interesting to see if their various labels can be fitted
into a series.

Later Harold Fountain took exception contending that muntin bars
do not
have the shape of the plane in question. He also had other
exceptions. A.
search through the Mathieson's catalog of 1899 (Roberts' reproduction)
re- '
vealed no such sash moulding. Harold was right.
However, on p. 190 of the
same catalog there is shown a moulding, in various sizes, very
similar to the
shape of the plane in question.

cio

oil AT I-I 6ScYtJ

This moulding might have been used us an astrayal,
chair rail, or possibly in connection with panelling (room or cabinet
work). Since my plane
makes the reverse (concave) of the shape shown, it probably
was used to make
a saddle so that thc idoulding could be held while
being properly mitered for
joining(as with muntin bars in a window sash).
What other use could this
plane have had?
1 would like to ask B-ARS members if they have some thoughts on this.
Please communicate through the Secretary.
ed. note: While we do not sujgest the specific use of Jack's plane, we
would
like to point out that a plane which makes the reverse of a known moulding
shape might be a so-called "mother" plane used to make the plane that
made
the moulding.

cre

A moulder of quartered beech, 9 3/8" long is
marked C.J.DAVIES. Dan Semel, who reports it,
says the plane has 18th C characteristics
with
a wedge finial of oval rather than round profile.
Dan Semel asks for any information available on
N.Y.C. toolmaker Napoleon Erlandsen who made
metal planes, bovfdrills and other tools.
•
If
anyone who owns an Erlandsen'tool will write us
we will pass the information to Dan :
A second appearance of J.KENDALL in a sawtooth
border has been noted by Matthew Carter.Matthew
believes that the label is probably a later
state of the I KENDALL mark used by Kendall of
Bristol.
The workmanship of the J. Kendall
consistent with that of planes
example is
marked I. Kendall.
John De Marchi has acquired a 22" razee ship
plane of rosewood. It is marked J.T.JORDAN/
MAKER. The name arches over and "Maker" forms
a horizontal baseline.
John lives in California
where the planes of H.G. STILLEY were made.
Stilley used the term"maker"in his labels and
a number of ship carpenter's
planes of his manufacture have been found. Perhaps John has found
a second California maker.
Roger Smith has observed L.TINKHAM embossed in
a serrated border on a beech jointer.
He also
confirms the report of WHITE RIVER WORKS in
1-1.
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THE IRON ENTERED INTO HIS SOUL.

The Psalter, Psalms, CV, 18

From time to time, we hope to amplify the following list of plane iron makers and markers.
w.L.Goodman has published an excellent, though necessarily incomplete, list of English labelers
begun in the first edition of "British Planemakers from 1700" and greatly expanded in the second
edition. Other students have commented on individual makers or markers of irons or have compiled
short lists but the significance of this branch of our study has really only, recently begun to
be perceived. Our list will embrace the products of all nations and will repeat names noted elsewhere but only if new information can be provided. We are interested both in labels actually observed on irons (including the name of the planemaker if meaningful) and in information from catalogs, histories, business and public records and the like. We hope you will report on your own
findings using as a format the headings from our list, but including any additional important information such as the source of your finidings if written or printed material.
o = observation
Records
R

MAKERS OR LABELERS OF PLANE IRONS
Label appearance: Line = a single stamped line of lettering
Tier = two or more stamped lines
Arch
An arch shaped line usually above a
straight line base
Circle = Lines arranged to form a circle
Oval = lines arranged to form an oval

NAME OR LABEL

TYPE OF IRON APPEARANCE EMBLEM
OF LABEL

•
AUBURN TOOL CO/THISTLE
BRAND/AUBURN/NY
BALDWIN TOOL CO/WARRANTED/
MADE FROM BUTCHERS CAST
STEEL
BARRY & WAY/CAST sTEEL/
WARRANTED
BARTON & SCOTT/WARRANTED/
CAST STEEL
D.R.BARTON TOOL CO.
C.F.BECKER

bench pl.

arch

bench pl.

circle

bench pl.

arch

bench pl.

arch

obscure

oval
line

1836

round
- pl.

BEDFORD/CAST STEEL
BISHOP/SHEFFIELD

plow
moulder

line
lir.e

BUCK BROTHERS/WARRANTED/
Cast steel
CHARLES BUCK/CAST STEEL/
WARRANTED

bench pl.

arch

bench pl.

arch

CHAPIN - STEPHENS
IN
CUTLER
W.DURHOLZ
DWIGHTS FRENCH & CO/
WARRANTED/CAST STEEL
GARANTIE/GEHR/BUSCH/
GUSSSTAHL

0
0 & R

DATE

line

bench pl.

tier 5,
circle

GLOBE MF'G CO/MIDDLETOWN/
CT/USA/BALDWIN/WARRANTED
GREENFIELD TOOL CO

bench pl.

carcle

JAMES HOWARTH/WARRANTED/
CAST STEEL
HUMPHREYVILLE...CO/WARRANTED/CAST STEEL
JAMES W. MASON

bench ol.

arch

skew rabbet

line

-1858-

Middletown,
Conn.

0
0
1832-1876
plane of European aspect

0
0
0
buck's
head

0

believed
1787-1840
1853-1878

0

-1878-

Dominv Collection

plane of
pean aspect.
F W B
and
stag

0
0
•

crown

-18731881-

Adv. lists
"Stamped New
York" "GREENFIELD TOOL CO/
IRONS WARRANTED"
"DIAMOND STAMP"

1869-1878

Saybrook,Ct.
and N.Y.C.

0
0
•

plow
bench pl.

line
circle

0
0

bench pl.

arch

0

bench pl.

tier

bench pl.

arch

bench pl.

arch

clover
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0
•
0
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REMARKS

1864-1893

plow
rabbet
plow

M/DDLETOWN TOOL CO
MULTIFORM MOULDING PLANE
co/BOSTON
WILLIAM oAxEs/wARRANTED/
CAST STEEL
PROVIDENCE TOOL CO
CLOVERLEAF/TRADE/MARX/
REYNOLDS BARBER &/C0/
AUBURN/NY
SANDIJSKY TOOL CO
SARGENT & CO/US/WARRANTED/
CAST STEEL
SPEAR & JACKSON/WARRANTED/
CAST STEEL
C.S. WILDER TOOL/

thistle

SOURCE

-1915

Sandusky,Ohio
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TRANSITICHAL AND AETALLIC ?LANE INFCRMATIM
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor
•
In 2t2EA Vol. II No. 1, there was a picture
of a plane owned by Carl Bopp. This was Walker's
Adjustable Faced Combination ?lane. It was patent
#318,331 (May 19, 1885) issued to Edwin Walker of
Erie, Penn, The unique feature beine the adjustable
plates to change the contour of the face which ac- . •
comodates the- various shaped cutters.
It is more than coincidence that Walker's
patent was issued exactly 114 years (leas' expiration
time) after a similar patent, #112,9149 (Mar. 21, •
1871) was issued to Ellis H. Morris of Canton, Ohio.
Reproduced here for comparison.

As a follow up to the article on the Birmingham ?lane Co.(SAPS, Vol. II4, me. 16) there is now
evidence that Birmineham Was a small section of
Derby, Conn. and not a separate comm-nity. The
Birmingham ?lane Co. was located in this section.
and that is the reason for the name. Thus contrary
to my report, Sirmingham was never changed to :erby.
EarlrStanley 05 Iron Bench Plane (BARS, Vol.
114, pg. 16). It is interestine to note that
other planeisizes with this unusual frog have been
reported. 8pedimens now known (1) #3 size, 2) #6
size, (3) #5 size, and (1) #7 size. This indicates
that all sizes #1 thru #8, of this configuration,
were manufactured for a short time, c. 1873.
High quality iron bench planes with blades
marked LAKESIDE have been observed in sizes #2 thru
#8. These are shown in a Monteomery-Ward catalog
c. 1925-30 along with other carpenter tools all
marked LAKESIDE.
tl•
- =! planes are nearly identical to the
Stanley line except for mahoeany handles and twisted
lateral levers. They were probably manufactured by
Stanley under contract for Montgomery-Ward.

Careful observation of the patents for planes
issued during the 19th and early 20th century reveals
a lot of"borrowine of ideas. Some within months
(with minor changes to make it legal) and others
revived after years, in one case, 38 years. See the
article on McCauley's Core Box ?lane.
These early 'pioneers" probably received
little or no compensation for their inventions. It
was usually the later patent that was put into
production and in most cases successfully. When
these early related atents are recoenized by your
editor they will be reproduced for comparison and
thus will give some tribute to these early "pioneers".

It was reported in BARS, Vol. II-14, pg. 16,
that low quality planes marked ECLIPSE were sold
by Montgomery Ward.

E. WALKER.
ANIISTABLE FACED ?LAVE.

Ito. 318,331.

Patented May 19, 1885.
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- WALKER'S ADJUSTABLE PACE PLANE.
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Larry Brundage of California has sent in a
photo of an unusual combination plane. His model
does not have any identification marks or dates, etc.
However, the similarity of the handle design to an
early S. R. & L. Co. match plane provided the clue
for identification. The #48 match plane design was
first patented by Charles Miller on July 6, 1875,
#165,355. The final design, as we recognize the
plane was #181,357 issued Aug. 22, 1875. Both pat.
were assigned to the S. R. & L. Co.
Further search of Miller's patents reveal
#131,367 (Sept. 17, 1872), Improvement in Carpenter's Plows. The drawing reproduced here is identical to the configuration of the plane discovered by
Brundage. This patent was not assigned to the S. R.
I. L. Co., but records indicate that Miller was in
their employ at this time. Thus, we must assume
that the S. R. & L. Co. manufactured this plane on a
small experimental basis only. This is the reason
planes of this configuration have never appeared in
a S.. R. & L. Co. catalog.
It would be interesting to know if there are
any other examples of this plane in captivity. R.S.
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This plane iron has turned up in two BaileyBoston planes. One is in a wooa bottom and one is
in an iron plane of the configuration shown on the
iron itself. See BARS, Vol. I-4, pg. 18. The imprint is deeply embossed and the iron is thick and
tapered, typical of the esrlier English irons.
William Hilton Sketched the imprint and has
found Bailey-moods Co. listed in a Boston City
Directory for 1860 only. Obviously, woods was a
short-term partner.
One of the irons had the name Woods removed;
.1ndoubtedly when the partnership dissolved.
Reports of other specimens will be appreciated.

It is obvious that we had trouble with some of our illustrations
in this issue. We repeat the difficult ones in, we hope. somewhat clearer versions.
*DUTCH PLANES OF THE 17th CENTURY
by PD.
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Crown Moulding plane owned by Mystic Seaport.
Note the boxed initials T.S. on the toe and another
pair of boxed initials P.S. on the iron. The name
Crowley on the iron very likely refers to the early
iron refiner whose name is sometimes found in early
advertisements as Sir Ambrose Crowley, Knight and
Alderman of the City of London. Crowley's steel,
shear steel of early 18th century manufacture, was
regarded as a high quality tool steel in the years
before the introduction of cast steel.

Iron belonging to Mystic Seaport Crown Moulding
plane.
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(A,B,C) Combination plane discovered by Larry Brundage
and described in the IMP.
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A label from the collection of Bob Donnelly.

